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Understanding International Politics and Economic Powers through 
International Relations 

(taught in English) 
 

  

Module number: 
 

AW 4840.M 

Lecturer: 
 

Angela Oberbauer, M.A., Political Scientist 

ECTS-credits: 3  

Workload: 
(1 ECTS = 30 h) 

90 h (approx. 30 h in class and 60 h self-study) 

Contact hours (SWS): 2    

Learning objectives: 
 

Learning about the International, Political, Economic, and Business  
World by advanced Students in Higher Education, whose future  
professional positions require contact and interactions with Inter-
national corporations, governments, and organizations. Students 
will learn the  
historical events that permitted the international society and its 
economies to evolve; learn how it is changing, and want to examine 
the way states behave and apply political and economic dynamics, 
will enjoy participating in this International Relations Course.   
Particular emphasis will be given to interstate relationships, inter-
national law, Political and Financial Institutional Powers, including 
international business and economic competition.  
 

Content and Outcomes: 
 
 
 

The Students will have learned how broad International Relations 
(IR) is,  how it functions, and how extraordinarily valuable this IR 
world-knowledge can be for them as professionals in the business 
world.   
The Students will understand the IR historical development, its di-
vergent political orientations, the evolution into IR Theories, strate-
gies, and mechanisms Countries use and apply, to overcome Politi-
cal, Economic, and Social challenges within a country and globally.
   
The Students have further learned how and why these mechanisms 
are used to attain more power: through wars, international Agree-
ments, Globalization, Trade, and the structuring of important Inter-
national Economic and Financial Institutions, including International 
Organizations to achieve and maintain world peace. 
 

Requirements: 
 

Advanced Bachelor and Masters.   Advanced English ability.  
 

Language of instruction: English 
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Material: Will be announced by lecturer 
 

Participants: 30 max In-Person instruction; open for online instruction 
 
Examination: 

 
Written exam / PStA 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


